
Quantum spooks



Cryptography

• “Lets have lunch at one” 

• Simple encryption 

• “ohwv kdyh oxfk dw rqh” 

• Cryptography: 

• encrypt message  send  decrypt message



What is cryptography not useful for?

Messages blocked

Messages never intercepted



What is cryptography useful for?

• Sending a message that even if intercepted (copied) 
cannot be understood (read)



Cryptography

• Huge industry, everything from iMessage to Amazon 
purchases to banking 

• Almost every online communication is now encrypted

encrypt message  send  decrypt message



Cryptography classes

A) Encrypted by some cypher or key 

• Always breakable given enough computation 

• (quantum computers will be very good at some 
common cyphers) 

B) Encrypted by a random number as long as the message 
(one time pad) 

• Unbreakable*



One time pad

• “Lets have lunch at one” 

• Random number (key) as long as the message 

• 152009215330282426582 

• mjvs qcwjcouppbevftwg  

• Unbreakable unless VBM has a copy of the key



One time pad



One time pad

• Breakable only if the key is intercepted and copied



Modern cryptography

• Use one time pad for messages (long random key, 
unbreakable) 

• Protect key from being copied



Quantum cryptography



Twinned photons

• It is possible to split one photon into two ‘twins’ 

• Twin photons have the same polarization

or or



or or

absorbed or transmitted with 0’s (absorbed) and 1’s (transmitted), we get a long perfectly 
random sequence. And if our friend in Windsor looks at their stream of photons with the same 
blue framed lens, they will also see a long random sequence of photons being absorbed and 
transmitted. So far so good.


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when they both use blue framed lenses.]


But if we pick up the phone and compare notes, we discover that we both saw the same 

random sequence. Whenever a photon was absorbed in Detroit, its twin was also absorbed in 
Windsor. Whenever a photon was transmitted in Detroit, its twin was transmitted in Windsor. 
This is a natural consequence of the photons being twins. If the twin in Detroit passes through 
the lens, it has a vertical polarization, and its twin must also have a vertical polarization. So the 
twin will also pass through the lens in Windsor if it’s in the same orientation. When we both use 
the blue framed lenses, there is a deterministic relationship between the photon twins. 


But what if we use the blue framed lens in Detroit and our friend uses the green framed lens in 
Windsor? We repeat the experiment with a bunch of newly generated twinned photons, and as 
before, both see a random 50-50 sequence of photons being transmitted and absorbed. But 
when we pick up the phone to compare results, this time there is no relationship between what 
we see. If the photon in Detroit was absorbed by the blue framed lens, there is a random, 
50-50 chance of its twin being absorbed or transmitted by the green framed lens in Windsor. 
Just like when we looked at starlight through two stacked lenses, if we both use the same kind 
of lens there is a deterministic relationship and when we use lenses from different sets (blue 
frame and green frame) the results are random. 


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when Detroit uses a blue framed lens and Windsor a green 
framed lens.]


Now this is odd. The photon in Windsor seems to ‘know’ what happed to its twin in Detroit. If 
the photon in Detroit encountered a blue framed lens, and the photon in Windsor sees a blue 
framed lens, it seems to know what to do (deterministic). Similarly if they both see green 
framed lenses they know what to do. But if the photon in Windsor sees a different kind of lens, 
it is free to do whatever it wants (random transmission or absorption). How does each photon 
in Windsor know what its twin in Detroit saw?


➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

➔

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

absorbed or transmitted with 0’s (absorbed) and 1’s (transmitted), we get a long perfectly 
random sequence. And if our friend in Windsor looks at their stream of photons with the same 
blue framed lens, they will also see a long random sequence of photons being absorbed and 
transmitted. So far so good.


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when they both use blue framed lenses.]


But if we pick up the phone and compare notes, we discover that we both saw the same 

random sequence. Whenever a photon was absorbed in Detroit, its twin was also absorbed in 
Windsor. Whenever a photon was transmitted in Detroit, its twin was transmitted in Windsor. 
This is a natural consequence of the photons being twins. If the twin in Detroit passes through 
the lens, it has a vertical polarization, and its twin must also have a vertical polarization. So the 
twin will also pass through the lens in Windsor if it’s in the same orientation. When we both use 
the blue framed lenses, there is a deterministic relationship between the photon twins. 


But what if we use the blue framed lens in Detroit and our friend uses the green framed lens in 
Windsor? We repeat the experiment with a bunch of newly generated twinned photons, and as 
before, both see a random 50-50 sequence of photons being transmitted and absorbed. But 
when we pick up the phone to compare results, this time there is no relationship between what 
we see. If the photon in Detroit was absorbed by the blue framed lens, there is a random, 
50-50 chance of its twin being absorbed or transmitted by the green framed lens in Windsor. 
Just like when we looked at starlight through two stacked lenses, if we both use the same kind 
of lens there is a deterministic relationship and when we use lenses from different sets (blue 
frame and green frame) the results are random. 


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when Detroit uses a blue framed lens and Windsor a green 
framed lens.]


Now this is odd. The photon in Windsor seems to ‘know’ what happed to its twin in Detroit. If 
the photon in Detroit encountered a blue framed lens, and the photon in Windsor sees a blue 
framed lens, it seems to know what to do (deterministic). Similarly if they both see green 
framed lenses they know what to do. But if the photon in Windsor sees a different kind of lens, 
it is free to do whatever it wants (random transmission or absorption). How does each photon 
in Windsor know what its twin in Detroit saw?


➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

➔

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

Same random

(deterministic)

Different 
random



Terms of entanglement

• Twin knows what happens instantly 

• So weird 

• Fundamental feature of how our world works
absorbed or transmitted with 0’s (absorbed) and 1’s (transmitted), we get a long perfectly 
random sequence. And if our friend in Windsor looks at their stream of photons with the same 
blue framed lens, they will also see a long random sequence of photons being absorbed and 
transmitted. So far so good.


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when they both use blue framed lenses.]


But if we pick up the phone and compare notes, we discover that we both saw the same 

random sequence. Whenever a photon was absorbed in Detroit, its twin was also absorbed in 
Windsor. Whenever a photon was transmitted in Detroit, its twin was transmitted in Windsor. 
This is a natural consequence of the photons being twins. If the twin in Detroit passes through 
the lens, it has a vertical polarization, and its twin must also have a vertical polarization. So the 
twin will also pass through the lens in Windsor if it’s in the same orientation. When we both use 
the blue framed lenses, there is a deterministic relationship between the photon twins. 


But what if we use the blue framed lens in Detroit and our friend uses the green framed lens in 
Windsor? We repeat the experiment with a bunch of newly generated twinned photons, and as 
before, both see a random 50-50 sequence of photons being transmitted and absorbed. But 
when we pick up the phone to compare results, this time there is no relationship between what 
we see. If the photon in Detroit was absorbed by the blue framed lens, there is a random, 
50-50 chance of its twin being absorbed or transmitted by the green framed lens in Windsor. 
Just like when we looked at starlight through two stacked lenses, if we both use the same kind 
of lens there is a deterministic relationship and when we use lenses from different sets (blue 
frame and green frame) the results are random. 


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when Detroit uses a blue framed lens and Windsor a green 
framed lens.]


Now this is odd. The photon in Windsor seems to ‘know’ what happed to its twin in Detroit. If 
the photon in Detroit encountered a blue framed lens, and the photon in Windsor sees a blue 
framed lens, it seems to know what to do (deterministic). Similarly if they both see green 
framed lenses they know what to do. But if the photon in Windsor sees a different kind of lens, 
it is free to do whatever it wants (random transmission or absorption). How does each photon 
in Windsor know what its twin in Detroit saw?


➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

➔

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

absorbed or transmitted with 0’s (absorbed) and 1’s (transmitted), we get a long perfectly 
random sequence. And if our friend in Windsor looks at their stream of photons with the same 
blue framed lens, they will also see a long random sequence of photons being absorbed and 
transmitted. So far so good.


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when they both use blue framed lenses.]


But if we pick up the phone and compare notes, we discover that we both saw the same 

random sequence. Whenever a photon was absorbed in Detroit, its twin was also absorbed in 
Windsor. Whenever a photon was transmitted in Detroit, its twin was transmitted in Windsor. 
This is a natural consequence of the photons being twins. If the twin in Detroit passes through 
the lens, it has a vertical polarization, and its twin must also have a vertical polarization. So the 
twin will also pass through the lens in Windsor if it’s in the same orientation. When we both use 
the blue framed lenses, there is a deterministic relationship between the photon twins. 


But what if we use the blue framed lens in Detroit and our friend uses the green framed lens in 
Windsor? We repeat the experiment with a bunch of newly generated twinned photons, and as 
before, both see a random 50-50 sequence of photons being transmitted and absorbed. But 
when we pick up the phone to compare results, this time there is no relationship between what 
we see. If the photon in Detroit was absorbed by the blue framed lens, there is a random, 
50-50 chance of its twin being absorbed or transmitted by the green framed lens in Windsor. 
Just like when we looked at starlight through two stacked lenses, if we both use the same kind 
of lens there is a deterministic relationship and when we use lenses from different sets (blue 
frame and green frame) the results are random. 


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when Detroit uses a blue framed lens and Windsor a green 
framed lens.]


Now this is odd. The photon in Windsor seems to ‘know’ what happed to its twin in Detroit. If 
the photon in Detroit encountered a blue framed lens, and the photon in Windsor sees a blue 
framed lens, it seems to know what to do (deterministic). Similarly if they both see green 
framed lenses they know what to do. But if the photon in Windsor sees a different kind of lens, 
it is free to do whatever it wants (random transmission or absorption). How does each photon 
in Windsor know what its twin in Detroit saw?


➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

➔

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

Same random

(deterministic)

Different 
random



Looks like a key

• But VBM could intercept the key

absorbed or transmitted with 0’s (absorbed) and 1’s (transmitted), we get a long perfectly 
random sequence. And if our friend in Windsor looks at their stream of photons with the same 
blue framed lens, they will also see a long random sequence of photons being absorbed and 
transmitted. So far so good.


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when they both use blue framed lenses.]


But if we pick up the phone and compare notes, we discover that we both saw the same 

random sequence. Whenever a photon was absorbed in Detroit, its twin was also absorbed in 
Windsor. Whenever a photon was transmitted in Detroit, its twin was transmitted in Windsor. 
This is a natural consequence of the photons being twins. If the twin in Detroit passes through 
the lens, it has a vertical polarization, and its twin must also have a vertical polarization. So the 
twin will also pass through the lens in Windsor if it’s in the same orientation. When we both use 
the blue framed lenses, there is a deterministic relationship between the photon twins. 


But what if we use the blue framed lens in Detroit and our friend uses the green framed lens in 
Windsor? We repeat the experiment with a bunch of newly generated twinned photons, and as 
before, both see a random 50-50 sequence of photons being transmitted and absorbed. But 
when we pick up the phone to compare results, this time there is no relationship between what 
we see. If the photon in Detroit was absorbed by the blue framed lens, there is a random, 
50-50 chance of its twin being absorbed or transmitted by the green framed lens in Windsor. 
Just like when we looked at starlight through two stacked lenses, if we both use the same kind 
of lens there is a deterministic relationship and when we use lenses from different sets (blue 
frame and green frame) the results are random. 


[The record for both Detroit (USA) and Windsor (Canada) of whether the photon twins were 
absorbed (0) or transmitted (1) when Detroit uses a blue framed lens and Windsor a green 
framed lens.]


Now this is odd. The photon in Windsor seems to ‘know’ what happed to its twin in Detroit. If 
the photon in Detroit encountered a blue framed lens, and the photon in Windsor sees a blue 
framed lens, it seems to know what to do (deterministic). Similarly if they both see green 
framed lenses they know what to do. But if the photon in Windsor sees a different kind of lens, 
it is free to do whatever it wants (random transmission or absorption). How does each photon 
in Windsor know what its twin in Detroit saw?


➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

➔

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

➔

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

Same random

(deterministic)



Protecting against the VBM

• Send twinned photons 

• Randomly choose set (blue vs. green frames) 

• Later publicly say which frame you used for each photon (but not what you saw) 

• Only keep photons where you happened to pick glasses from the same set

practical use; quantum computers are only possible because of entanglement. A strange 
feature of how particle siblings interact is the basis for an entirely new technology.


Back at the Unmarked Government Building (aka Visitor’s 
Center) 
After a long and odd interview, the spy with the iridescent sunglass frames hands us a 
business card and tells us to stay in touch. 


When we measured the twinned photons with the same polarizing lenses, we saw identical 
copies of a perfectly random sequence. To a spy this is immediately interesting. 


Perfect encryption is possible when you have two—and only two—copies of a long random 
number sequence. You can combine your secret message (in binary) with a random sequence 
of the same length (the key), and the resulting encrypted message cannot, even in principle, be 
cracked. Only the person with the other copy of the random number can unlock the encryption 
and read your Very Important Message™. This was used back in World War II in the form of 
one time pads [link].


The trick is making sure no one makes a copy of the random key. If there are three copies, and 
the Very Bad Man (VBM) has one of them, he can decode your message. Much of traditional 
spycraft boils down to making sure no one can intercept and copy one of the two random 
keys. 


It only takes two small modifications of our earlier experiment with twinned photons to ensure 
that the key was not intercepted and copied in secret.


In the first modification, both Detroit and Windsor randomly choose blue or green framed 
lenses for each pair of twinned photons. It doesn’t matter which lens they choose each time, 
just that about half the time they choose a blue frame and half the time a green. 


They keep this up for quite a while, getting thousands of random 1’s and 0’s. They then pick up 
the phone, but instead of telling each other whether they saw each twinned photon transmit or 
absorb (1’s and 0’s), they only say which color frame they chose. Half the time they will have 
used different lenses, so they throw all those reading away. But when they happened to both 
have chosen the same frame color, they will have gotten the same readings. 


For this subset of twinned photons, the results are deterministic and they will have both seen 
the same 0’s and 1’s. Because they only told each other which twins to use, not what the 
measurements were, the VBM would not know the key necessary to decode the message even 
if he listened to the phone call.


1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0



Protecting against the VBM

• Lastly, share a small part of the key 

• If VBM cut fiber, he had to guess which set you would use.  

• VBM guesses wrong 1/2 the time, when he does friends see 
different answers 1/2 the time (becomes random) 

• Can tell if the key was intercepted

practical use; quantum computers are only possible because of entanglement. A strange 
feature of how particle siblings interact is the basis for an entirely new technology.


Back at the Unmarked Government Building (aka Visitor’s 
Center) 
After a long and odd interview, the spy with the iridescent sunglass frames hands us a 
business card and tells us to stay in touch. 


When we measured the twinned photons with the same polarizing lenses, we saw identical 
copies of a perfectly random sequence. To a spy this is immediately interesting. 


Perfect encryption is possible when you have two—and only two—copies of a long random 
number sequence. You can combine your secret message (in binary) with a random sequence 
of the same length (the key), and the resulting encrypted message cannot, even in principle, be 
cracked. Only the person with the other copy of the random number can unlock the encryption 
and read your Very Important Message™. This was used back in World War II in the form of 
one time pads [link].


The trick is making sure no one makes a copy of the random key. If there are three copies, and 
the Very Bad Man (VBM) has one of them, he can decode your message. Much of traditional 
spycraft boils down to making sure no one can intercept and copy one of the two random 
keys. 


It only takes two small modifications of our earlier experiment with twinned photons to ensure 
that the key was not intercepted and copied in secret.


In the first modification, both Detroit and Windsor randomly choose blue or green framed 
lenses for each pair of twinned photons. It doesn’t matter which lens they choose each time, 
just that about half the time they choose a blue frame and half the time a green. 


They keep this up for quite a while, getting thousands of random 1’s and 0’s. They then pick up 
the phone, but instead of telling each other whether they saw each twinned photon transmit or 
absorb (1’s and 0’s), they only say which color frame they chose. Half the time they will have 
used different lenses, so they throw all those reading away. But when they happened to both 
have chosen the same frame color, they will have gotten the same readings. 


For this subset of twinned photons, the results are deterministic and they will have both seen 
the same 0’s and 1’s. Because they only told each other which twins to use, not what the 
measurements were, the VBM would not know the key necessary to decode the message even 
if he listened to the phone call.


1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0





Sunglasses



Two glasses

• Half of the unpolarized light 
(background) makes it through 
the rearmost glasses. Only 
vertically polarized light makes 
it through.


• Since forward glasses only let 
vertical polarization through, all 
the light that got through the 
first pair make it through the 
second.



Two glasses

• Half of the unpolarized light 
(background) makes it through 
the rearmost glasses. Only 
horizontally polarized light 
makes it through.


• Since forward glasses only let 
vertical polarization through, all 
the light that got through the 
first pair is blocked by the 
second pair.



Only relative orientation matters



Mixing sets

1/2 * all = 1/2 1/2 * none = 01/2 * 1/2 = 1/4



Mixing sets

• Two glasses of the same 
‘set’ (frame color) gives either 
all of light through the first or 
none.


• Two glasses from different sets 
always gives 1/2 of light 
through the first pair. 



Adding a third pair of glasses



Adding a third pair of glasses



Order matters!



Wearing sunglasses at night

Diane Knutson, 
International Dark-Sky 

Association 



Fraction of photons making it through

1/2 * all = 1/2 1/2 * none = 01/2 * 1/2 = 1/4



Fraction of photons making it through

1/2 * 1/2 * none = 0 1/2 * 1/2 * 1/2 = 1/8



Deterministic  or 
Random

• If two glasses from the same 
set (frame color), whether a 
photon makes it through the 
next pair is deterministic (all or 
none)


• If two glasses from different 
sets, probability of photon 
making it through the second 
pair is random (always 50-50)



Deterministic and random

• We’ve made two sets of glasses (green or blue frame 
color) that are internally deterministic but mutually 
random. 

• A deep feature of quantum mechanics


